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The Best Ed-Box of All Time.
By Ethan
This being the last Koala of
the year, I’d like to use this
space to expose all of our loyal
readers to a subject that is very
important to me on a personal
level. I am not joking. I’m
being quite serious here. So
please soberly consider what I
am about to tell you; it could
well shape the future, not only
of American society, but of the
entire human race. What I
want to tell you is this: I am
really cool. I mean, REALLY
cool. In all seriousness, if you
were to meet me, I would be
one of the two coolest people you’d ever met. I say “two coolest
people”, because it’s possible that some of you will have also met
that guy Dylan on 90210. He was fucking COOL. But that’s what
I’m getting at: I’m as cool as that guy.
But you’re probably thinking, “Oh yeah? What makes you so
god damned cool, tough guy? Huh? I just happen to be pretty
COOL myself, you arrogant bastard.” Well, I’m going to tell you
why I’m so cool. There’s basically five main reasons that I’m cool:
1) I have a tattoo.
2) I ride a motorcycle.
3) I wear a leather jacket.
4) I smoke cigarrettes.
5) I am the editor of The Koala.
Actually, it’s mainly the fifth one. Think about it: no matter how
cool other students are, they don’t have newspapers of their own
in which to publish entire articles dedicated to how cool they are.
That’s cool.
Also, I can bench press well over 700 pounds and
(simultaneously) maintain an erection for over 6 hours. Chicks
dig that.

Lisa’s Last Words
I have been fighting off a profound depression for the last
quarter. Some of you may be thinking it is because I am
graduating, have no job, no place to live, am at least $5000 in
debt, and am getting a Visual Arts degree. However, the
primary source of my grief is the fact that I will be leaving the
Koala after four arduous years as your cover artist. I have
slowly begun to realize that my life after the point of
graduating will be completely unfullfilling. As such, I will be
living in a chronic state of paralysis - remembering and
yearning for my days at the Koala, unable to move on. I feel
the only thing I can do to stop the pain is to kill myself right
now. Remember me always as the one who drew the covers,
the girl on staff (not Kate, the other one) who sometimes
showed up to meetings and couldn’t hold her liquor. I’ll miss
you terribly, but you’ll miss me more ‘cause I’ll be dead.
Have a bitchin’ summer and K.I.T.! It was great having
class with you even though our professor sucked. We’ll have
to hang out this summer! And Dustin, I’ve always loved you.
We could’ve been great together.

Letters to the Editor
This was the first response to
our special new email account:
deaththreats@thekoala.org.
Keep ‘em coming!

screaming nonsensical rants at
the autistic kid in the bicycle
helmet (his editor).
NOTE: I'm lying. Humor is my
way of making people like me.
Dear Mr. Man,
Please like me. I like you.
There's a reason I decided
ALSO NOTE: I plan to kill you
not to attend college: The Koala. all. I'm serious. I will roll over
Given the fact that I turned you like Orson Welles, bitch.
down MIT at the tender age of XOXOXOXO
15, I think it is safe to say my
Love,
opinions are both elitist and
Joshua
valid. Your newspaper(?) seems
to be little more than the
Dear Joshua,
aftereffect of a journalist from
Okay.
The Onion doing a shitload of
Love,
meth(amphetamines) and
The Editor
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Like Anyone Reads The Fucking Table Of
Contents, Anyway...
The Staff Page........................................................Page 2
Read my ed-box!

Lists........................................................................Page 3
Actually, I’m guessing you’ve already read those. Well, read them
again, dammit!

Campus Info Expose..............................................Page 4
Have you ever wanted to do an objective scientific analysis of
EDNA’s worth? Well, we beat you to it, so step the shit off!!

Buncha Funny Stuff...............................................Page 5
Did you see the pictures on this page? No? Well, go look at them.
They’re funny. Also, read the articles. They’re funny, too.

Person Of The Year................................................Page 6
Ooh! Who won this year?! Turn to page six to find out; it might
even be YOU!!

Driving With Dustin..............................................Page 7
You probably tell your friends, “Oh, that Dustin is SO white trash!”
Well, you’re an asshole for making such an insensitive comment.
Now go read the article and think about what you’ve done.

Lights & Sirens.......................................................Page 8
The REAL story of Sun God.

Wacky Crossword Puzzle........................................Page 9
Fool your professors into thinking you’re taking notes!

Party Reviews.......................................................Page 10
Did we review your party? No? Well, invite us next time, jackass!
You can now conveniently email editor@thekoala.org with
invitations and propositions. Get crackin’!

Buncha Personals.................................................Page 11
You’ve probably already read these too. If your personal didn’t
make it into this issue, there are two things you can do: 1) write a
funnier personal. 2) submit it via email at personals@thekoala.org,
since those don’t get stolen nearly as often as the ones in the Earl’s
Place bag.

More Personals.....................................................Page 12
That’s right. More personals. Again.
There’s no place like

STAFF
The Great And ALL-KNOWING OZ
Ethan Duni
Toto
Sky Frostenson
Dorothy
Elisa Wiefel
Scarecrow, Lion, Tin Man, etc.
George Liddle, Tom XXX, Dustin Gebhardt, Lori Quivedo,
Kate Twogood, Jeremy Gray
Munchkins
R. Benjamin Shapiro, Erik Kapernick, Boyce Collins,
Assholius Maximus, and all those anonymous web contributors
Lions, Tigers and Bears, Oh, my!
Adam Ainsworth, Travis, Dave, John, Erin, Kyle Almondman
The Wicked Witch of the East
Tulley Rafferty
The Koala
http://www.thekoala.org
Student Center 211.4
Mailbox C-17, UCSD
La Jolla, CA 92093
(858) 534-4216
editor@thekoala.org
Disclaimer: “The views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala and our members.
While the publisher of this publication is recognized as a campus student organization at the University
of California, San Diego, the views expressed in its publication do not represent those of ASUCSD, the
University of California, the Regents, their officers, or employees. Each publication bears the full legal
responsibility for its content.” [sic]

Copyright 2000
All rights reserved and you’d better believe it.
“If you can't kick it in the Koala cafe, then get out. ”
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¡LISTS!
Top Five Ninja Tools:
1. Wire strippers.
2. Grapling hook.
3. Some type of sword (ie. katana).
4. Jet black condom ribbed for her pleasure.
5. Bagpipes.
Top Five Places To Take A Piss On
Campus:
1. Talking tree.
2. Student Center’s downstairs women’s
bathroom sink.
3. Any cop car with an open window (but
you gotta be fast!)
4. That artsy-fartsy drinking fountain in
front of the admin buildings.
5. Standing on top of the Sun God.
Top Five Uses For Jail House Tattoos:
1. Resume substitute.
2. Compton camoflage.
3. Clarify whose bitch you actually are.
4. You’ll never forget to buy milk on the
way home.
5. Conveniently compare how many
inmates you’ve shanked.
Top Five Things to Free-Base:
1. Tide.
2. Whatever’s in that fire extinguisher.
3. Dried mayoinaisse.
4. Chalk.
5. Lead Paint.
Top Five Flavors of Crayola Marker:
1. Elmer’s.
2. Mercury.
3. Lamb Shit.
4. Pistachio.
5. Reclaimed Water.
Top Five Things My Mom’s Got Over You:
1. Big ‘Uns.
2. Taboo.
3. She benches 250.
4. Six toes.
5. Multinuma nipples.
Top Five Reasons Why Pepsi is Better
Than Coke:
1. Pepsi doesn’t drip down the back of your
throat for half an hour.
2. Pepsi doesn’t make you feel like bugs are
crawling under your skin.
3. Pepsi doesn’t cost 60 dollars a gram.
4. Pepsi doesn’t make you end up sucking
dick in a bus station for more Pepsi.
5. When you’re done with one Pepsi, you
dont feel the insatiable need to drink more
and more Pepsi until your heart explodes.
Top Five Words That Rhyme With “Doc”:
1. “Glock.”
2. “Smock.”
3. “Hock.”
4. “Rock.”
5. “Administration puppet.”
Top Five Things To Do With the Dick
Between Your Legs:
1. Admire it.
2. Demand that others admire it.
3. Take pictures of it and post them on the
web so that the whole world can admire it.
4. Slap the chancellor into hardcore leather
submission.
5. The UCSD Women’s Tennis Team.
Top Five Things to Thank Jesus For:
1. That really nice group of kids next to our
booth at Sun God this year.
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2. Kiddie Porn
3. All those free drinks at Sunday mass.
4. Keeping crucifixion alive well into the
first millennium.
5. Showing us his face every few years in a
tortilla.

Top Five New Kinds Of Bread At Subway:
1. Zesty White.
2. Tangy White.
3. New Improved White.
4. Tasty White.
5. Classic White.

Top Five Uses for Chee-tos:
1. Really small dildos.
2. Really bad cigarrettes.
3. Really shitty orange pencils.
4. Edible butt plugs.
5. You ain’t got nothin ELSE to pack the
bong with...

Top Five New Sandwiches At Porter’s Pub:
1. The Hunter (Poached Cheetah Loin w/
Rhino Horn Sprinkles)
2. The Charging Zebra (Wonderbread,
bologna, a Kraft Single and French’s
mustard)
3. The Vegetarian Zebra (Charging Zebra
w/o bologna)
4. The Sloppy Seconds (w/ ALL the fixin’s!)
5. The Fuck Like A Crazy Animal

Top Five UCSD Pizza Toppings:
1. Shredded A.S. receipts.
2. Apathy-bitsTM.
3. Any herb which will increase ability to
memorize useless information.
4. Mushrooms.
5. No toppings, just cheese.
Top Five Tattoos:
1. “I’m Tuff.”
2. “This hurt. A lot.”
3. “Poison ROXXX”
4. “Dukakis In ‘88!”
5. “KOALA 4 EVER”
Top Five Shows Most Likely to be on Fox
This Summer:
1. “Who Wants to Marry a Quadrapelegic
Dickless Midget?”
2. “Who Wants to Beat the Shit Out of a
Millionaire?”
3. “Who Wants to Win Ten Bucks?”
4. “Who Wants to Marry a Guardian
Staffer?”
5. “Who Wants to Get Married on National
Television and Then Get Reamed Up the
Ass by the Media and Divorced by the
Gold-Digger for Being a Total Loser?”
Top Five Worst Things to tell your Sorority
Sisters:
1. “Well, she was super drunk but she said
she really liked him so I just figured ...”
2. “Yeah, he's the drummer!”
3. “We're out of that Massengill
mouthwash.”
4. “I think condoms kill babies.”
5. “It was a blue-light special.”
Top 5 Things In Popov PunchTM Boozade:
1. Popov.
2. Popov.
3. Popov.
4. Popov.
5. And just a splash of Gatorade.
Top Five Real Reasons Maya Angelou Isn’t
Speaking At Commencement:
1. Too busy shitting herself after drinking
prune juice and vodka all day.
2. Can’t bear to tear herself away from her
12 year-old mentally retarded lover.
3. Found out that UCSD is actually 99.9%
white and asian people.
4. Afraid that the public will realize that she
DOESN’T know why the caged bird sings.
5. It’s really difficult to address a large
audience when your mouth is always full of
cum.
Top Five New Slogans For Herbalife:
1. “If it wasn’t for Herbalife, I’d have died
at 43.”
2. “Its not whether you live to see 50, its
how many $6 granola bars you sell to
schmuck joggers.”
3. “Try new Herb-a-Dead!”
4. “Now that Jack Kevorkian’s in prison,
we’re the only show in town.”
5. “Now with 500% less arsenic!”

Top Five Reasons to Submit a List for
Publication in The Koala:
1. It makes you feel so cool.
2. It is better than studying.
3. I can only masturbate once an hour.
4. The Koala doesn't have enough lists.
5. It is cool to see the words “FUCK” and
“SHIT” in newsprint!
Top Five Plans for Summer Vacation:
1. Summer school!
2. Get loaded and screw hot chicks.
3. Contingency: get loaded and screw ugly
chicks.
4. Conserve funds by living in a tent in
Mexico and subsisting entirely upon 6
pounds of rice and a SnickersTM bar.
5. Leech off of Mommy and Daddy.
Top Six Complaints of a Petty Thief:
1. The hours suck.
2. Takes a lot of 5 cent mints to pay the rent.
3. The “Everything’s $1” store just doesn’t
present a challenge anymore.
4. All the motels nowadays have those
hangers that lock onto the bar in the closet.
5. When the girl in front of you in class is
smaller than you think and you don’t
realize it until you get her UCSD sweatshirt
home and it doesn’t fit.
6. Seems like nobody really wants used
children’s underwear anymore.
Top Five Things That Went Though My
Head When I Woke Up This Morning:
1. “Is fuckin’ Greenspan going to raise
interest rates again?”
2. “Why don’t they just free Mumia
already?”
3. “Where do I want to go today?”
4. “Charles In Charge was the best TV
show EVER.”
5. “How did I ever manage to slip into a
size 4?”
Top Five Reasons Why I Don’t Need a
Girlfriend:
1. I don’t need any help spending my
money.
2. My last one only gave me hand jobs and
fuck if I’m going to pay for dinner for a
lousy hand job.
3. TJ hookers give a lot more lip,
accompanied by a lot less lip.
4. My frat brothers take care of my “needs”
just fine.
5. I’m gay.
Top Five Things That We Know Are in
Your Fridge Right Now:
1. Half-full jar of “Herdez” salsa
2. 47 1/2 sticks of margarine
3. A gallon of 6 month old milk
4. One hundred and one 25¢ McDonald’s
hamburgers
5. 5 and 1/2 cases of Schlitz
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EDNA: BEHIND THE OL’ EIGHT BALL
An Investigative Report
The start of a new
millenium is an exciting
and sometimes
frightening time that
brings with it a lot of
questions. For instance:
- “Does the advent of
cloning technology mean
we may some day have to
endure multiple Rosie
O’Donnells?”
- “Will the free
availability of graphic
content on the Internet
desensitize a generation
of our children to the
sight of a Scandanavian
boy with a moose antler
up his butt?”
- “Would the additional
gravitational pull
resulting from the
multiple Rosie
O’Donnells cause the
moon to crash into the
Earth?”
- “If somebody who has
had a colostomy eats a
can of refried beans, does
it sonds like he’s playing
the bag pipes?”
- “What’s this little
purple nubbin’ on my
pee-pee?”
Fortunately, the caring
administrative folk of
UCSD have provided you
with a resource that can
help -- those minimumwage oracles known
collectively as Edna.
That’s right, no matter
how difficult the query or
far-reaching its
implications, a roomful of
C-average second-year
Comm students are only
a phone call away. And
they’ve got two college
catalogs.
But how do you know
whether the answers
provided by the helpful
Edna staff are accurate?
After all, these are people
who could have earned
an extra dollar an hour if
they had been smart
enought to apply for a job
delivering pizza. Would
you be better served
asking for answers from,
say, a six dollar plastic orb
bouth from Toys “R” Us?
Well, like Montel
Williams, The Koala is on
a constant quest for the
truth. And -- also like
Montel Williams -- The
Koala isn’t afraid to ask
the tough, hard-hitting
questions. In fact, if we
were black, bald, and
dying of degenerative
brain disease, The Koala
and Montel Williams
would be virtually
indistinguishable. So we
set out to discover once
and for all whether Edna

cuts the mustard.
We consulted Edna on
a variety of topics,
ranging from O-Chem to
enemas. We recorded
their answers diligently
and passed them on to
our crack group of
research technicians for
verification and
additional analysis.
Then we asked the
same set of questions to a
Mattel Magic Eight BallTM.
The results may shock
you...
The Question:
“What major should I
choose in order to
maximize my chances of
having a fulfilling
career?”
Edna’s Response:
“I would definitely go
for something in
computers or
biotechnology.”
Our Analysis:
Good answer! Assuming,
that is, that your idea of
fulfillment is performing
endlessly-repetitive
menial tasks in a sterile,
soulless concrete bunker
for 60+ hours per week,
where your only
companions are either
test tubes or people who
look and act like they
were grown in test tubes.
If I wanted to do that for
the rest of my life, I’d just
stay at UCSD.
The Eight Ball’s
Response:
“OUTLOOK NOT SO
GOOD”
Our Analysis:
This is the correct answer.
There’s only one fulfilling
career for which your
UCSD education qualifies
you: fulfilling the need of
people to empty their
pockets of spare change
as they walk past your
cardboard shanty.
ADVANTAGE: EIGHT
BALL
The Question:
“What was the most
talented, influential, and
enduring progressive
rock band of the 1970’s?”
Edna’s response:
“I don’t know. Foghat?”
Our Analysis:
I refuse to even honor this
response with an
analysis.
The Eight Ball’s
Response:
“YES DEFINITELY”
Our Analysis:
Well, duh.
ADVANTAGE: EIGHT
BALL
The Question:
“Where’s the best place

on campus to find
anonymous gay oral
sex?”
Edna’s Response:
“Urey basement, East
bathroom, leftmost stall,
ask for Chad.”
Our Analysis:
This answer is clear,
concise... and completely
wrong. Everybody
knows that the majority
of UCSD blowjobs, gay or
otherwise, occur on the
third floor ofthe Price
Center.
The Eight Ball’s
Response:
“MY SOURCES SAY NO”
Our Analysis:
Woah, there, Eight Ball.
What do you mean by
“no”? Are you trying to
say I shouldn’t be
engaging in anonymous
gay oral? Like I’m gona
go to hell or something?
Edna’s answer was a litle
off-base, but at least they
didn’t try to pass some
kinda goddamn moral
judgement on me. Who
the hell are these
“sources” of yours
anyway, the fuckin’ KKK?
Frankly, I expected a little
bit more tolerance and
understanding from a toy
of color.
The Question:
“I’m really baked in Argo
and I MUST have a Slim
Jim! Where is the closest
7-11 Convenience
Outlet?”
Edna’s Response:
“I don’t know about 7-11,
but there’s an AM/PM a
couple of miles down
Miramar.”
Our Analysis:
Let me check with our
judges... and.. yes! We’ll
accept that! Note,

however, that if I was
craving a sugary frozen
beverage, your answer
would not have been
accepted, for Slush
Puppies can not come
close to the awesome
power of the Slurpee.
The Eight Ball’s
Response:
“CONCENTRATE AND
ASK AGAIN”
The Question:
“I’m really baked in Argo
and I MUST have a Slim
Jim! Where is the closest
7-11 Convenience
Outlet?”
The Eight Ball’s
Response:
“CONCENTRATE AND
ASK AGAIN”
The Question:
“Why must you tease me
so?”
The Eight Ball’s
Response:
“ASK AGAIN LATER”
Our Analysis:
Asshole.
ADVANTAGE: EDNA
That ties the score up at
Edna 2, Eight Ball 2,
which means that it’s
time for the
SUPER-IMPORTANT TIE
BREAKER QUESTION!
The Question:
“What’s this little purple
nubbin’ on my pee-pee?”
Edna’s Response:
“Could be a birthmark,
could be a zit. I’d have to
see it to say for sure.”
Our Analysis:
Yeah, right, like I’m really
going to show you my
secret, special area just
because I’m writing a
stupid article. Get in line
and pay the cover charge
like everybody else. No
points for you!

The Eight Ball’s
Response:
“IT IS CERTAIN”
Our Analysis:
Oh, shit, that’s what I was
afraid of! I’ve got certain!
Is that worse than herpes?
I bet they call it that
because the sores taste
like the flavor crystals in
Certs candy, huh? Oh
man, I’m scewed.
Anyway,
ADVANTAGE: EIGHT
BA...
Wait a minute. The
nubbin’ just fell off.
Turns our it was just a
piece of underwear fuzz.
ADVANTAGE: NEITHER
Well, gang, it looks like a
tie to me. Turns out that a
lump of black plastic and
some toxic blue dye is just
as capable of answering
your questions as a
roomful of UCSD
students - not too
surprising, actually, since
both originally came from
Japan.
One thing is clear - you
owe it to your tuitionpaying parents to write
the ruling class of UCSD
a letter. Urge the
administration to replace
Edna with a Magic Eight
Ball and a voice
synthesizer, and to divert
Edna’s funds instead to a
cause that benefits all
students... for instance,
the hard-hitting, factfinding, no-stone-leftunturning journalism of
The Koala.
Oh, and don’t worry
about what the former
Edna staff will do for
money. After we get their
funds, we’re going to be
ordering a lot of pizza.

Above: The EDNA Staff shortly before their ill-fated appearance on TV’s “Jeopardy!”.
The episode was never aired due to the surrounding criminal case. Mr. Trebeck’s
attorney informs us that Alex is still unable to leave his home.
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Assorted Random Stuff.
Reading this article may SAVE YOUR LIFE!!!!!!!!
I have two very critical statistics that every woman in this
country needs to read. Over 85% of women in this country are
wearing the wrong size brassierre RIGHT NOW. Also, scientists
have linked tight bras to increased rates of breast cancer. Am I
joking? No, I am not. Now, I figure that about half of the 85% of
women err on the side of too large, due to increased bragging
rights, and half err on the side of too small, due to the cleavage
factor. So, by some fancy math, over 40% of the women in this
country are at increased risk of breast cancer. This could easily
develop into one of the most disastrous public health emergencies
in the history of our great nation. Now, the solution. After 6 years
of amateur practice, I have decided to go pro. I am holding a brafitting session to test the market with hopes of soon opening a
store on Prospect. Cost will be minimal so that my services will
not be unavailable to even the poorest of women. I cannot stress
enough how important this may be, and believe me, by the time
this problem is recognized by our mainstream society, it may very
well be too late. I will coincide my bra-fitting sessions with Koala
meetings so please come by. I really don’t want you to die.

REMEMBER THE ALAMO?
Yeah, I do. We lost. It sucked. I think its about time we, as a
nation, apologized to Mexico. In order to show our true dedication
to making things right in the world, I propose we give Texas back
to Mexico. Or maybe just an across-the-board trade for Baja
California.

(Continued From Page 11)
So I’m filling out this job application and I get to this question
that kinda throws me for a loop. It says, please explain any long
gaps in your employment record. I ran into a problem because, I
mean, is on the lamb actually spelled with a “b” ? Anyways,
didn’t get the job.
I was thinking about writing a book called “Chicken Soup for
Me.” I’m really hungry. It could be about ordering chicken soup
at a restaurant or maybe what to say before asking for a glass of ice
water. That’s all.
Now that that is over, let’s get on to the funny stuff. My other
issues. 1. Chicks who call other chicks “dude” Look, I don’t mind
that most of you wear pants. I really don’t even care that you can
vote. Or own real property. But dude is a gender specific term and
it specifies dudes. I saw a bathroom once that was labeled
“Dudes” There was not even a moment of doubt in my mind. I
went in and sho nuff, urinals. Case closed.

Seeing as how Chancellor Dynes didn’t meet our
demands, we are going forward with our threat to
publish our comprimising photos of good ol’ Bobby
himself. Ooh! Scandalous! And equal opportunity, too!

For Girls:

For Guys:
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Try Richard Simmons’ Revolutionary New
Diet/Excercise/Self Esteem Program
FREE for 1 month!
BEFORE:

AFTER:

That’s right!! You too can be
as fit, healthy and universally
disliked as Richard Simmons!
Don’t miss this one-time-only
FREE offer! If you don’t lose
ten pounds AND get beat up
on the street at least once in
the first month,
YOU PAY NOTHING!!!

MORMON TEMPLE SALE
EVERYTHING MUST GO!
We’re blasting off to the third level of existence, and
the only thing we can’t take with us are the SAVINGS!*
So this weekend, bring a wife or two and check out
these great deals!
• SUMMER
FLORAL PRINT
DRESSES
Buy 1 dress, get 7
identical dresses free.
Why make your wives
jealous when you can
treat them as equals!

• MORMON
BIBLES
Buy one of our bibles
and get it
autographed for
FREE by the guy who
wrote it! Now with
even more books.

• VARIOUS
BUMPER
STICKERS
Featuring witty slogans
like “My other wife is a
Mormon” and “I may
be a brainwashed
Mormon but I’m not
going to hell and I’m in
front of you!” and
“LDS: Worth more
than $5 a hit.”

• TWO YEAR VACATIONS TO THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES
You heard right, we’ll send you right down to Sierra Leone or Djibouti
or Jakarta or any of many of the garden spot destinations on AIR
MORMON!

• “BAPTISMS FOR THE DEAD” DECODER RING
Are you tired of converting the dead to Mormonism without being able
to understand their answer? Well all signs point to “Yes” with our
handy decoder ring! Kids like them too!

Looks like we’re gonna have to try this extortion thing
again next year...

Unlike our religion, we are NOT making this up!
Come to the temple this weekend and see for yourself!!
Free Mormon tea served with every purchase of five dollars or more.
*30% sales/tithing tax may apply.
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THIS YEAR’S WINNER FOR THE KOALA’S
PRESTIGIOUS PERSON OF THE YEAR AWARD
IS _____________ !!
your name here

Each and every year, we here at The Koala take it upon ourselves to
use our journalistic clout to bring light to an individual that we think
deserves recognition for their outstanding qualities. Contestants are
screened on the basis of 5 qualities: humanitarian efforts, personal
hygiene, interior decorating abilities, physical fitness/sexual
prowess, and appreciation of Mickey’sTM Fine Malt Liquor. After an
exhaustive search, this year’s committee narrowed the field down to
the ten most qualified candidates, 7 of which were Nobel Laureates.
Though all ten candidates had unquestionably advanced the human
race above and beyond the duty of any normal citizen, there was
obviously a clear winner. Of course, you know who I’m referring to:
_____________. Without a doubt, ______________
has changed the
your name here
your name here
lives of every man, woman, child and vagrant on the face of the Earth
for the better. So, ______________
, this is your moment in the sun.
your name here
Don’t be shy about this honor; we urge you to enjoy it. Take the day
off work. Have a beer. Then have 9 more beers. And get a hooker;
it’s on us.
Now, a lot of people are probably going to be asking “Why do we
need to honor ______________
? I mean, there are already like four
your name here
national holidays dedicated to ______________
.” But we think that
your name here
______________’s philanthropic achievements and personal
your name here
magnanimity warrant additional homage. I mean, who else can say
that they single-handedly won World War II, discovered the cure for
smallpox and STILL managed to have a healthy, delicious meal ready
for his/her family every evening? No one, that’s who.

Left to Right: ______________, Ozzy Osbourne, Eugene Mahmoud,
your name here

Busta Rhymes and 1996 German Bear-Wrestling Champions “The Lordz
of Brooklyn.”

Giving ______________
a real run for ______________
’s money was
your name here
your name here
close second, Randy Woodard. The perennial favorite for second
place, we were sure he was going to get second again this year,
mostly because we decide who gets second place. Anyway, he did.
Known mostly for his dashing good looks and his remarkably suave
demeanor, Randy understandably tries to play his photogenicity to
his advantage. His numerous charitable contributions to society
include an unwavering dedication to saving The Koala’s collective ass
as well as the infamous debacle that followed the “Eat Pot Brownies
and Juggle with Randy” Booth at the 1994 Sun God Festival. Who
would’ve thought that good ol’ Randy could drink 1.34 times his own
body weight in Tanqueray, smoke an ounce, and still juggle four
running chainsaws? Not us.
CUT HERE

Official Koala
Person of the Year
1999-2000
This card is to certify that the undersigned is hereby designated as the UCSD Koala’s
one and only officially designated 1999-2000 PERSON OF THE YEAR, and therefore
entitled to all accompanying rights and privileges thereof.

your name here

_______________

__________________

Ethan Duni, Editor-In-Chief

Sky Frostenson, Managing Editor

Above: ______________
rocks out with the band (s)he helped found:
your name here
Metallica. This picture was taken at the band’s show in Prague during
the Master of Puppets tour. The concert was attended by over 200,000
people, making it the largest concert in European history.

The story of ______________
begins in the same place as countless
your name here
other epics: Mount Olympus. As the eldest child of Zeus and
______________________, ______________
was banished at the age of
your name here
your favorite supermodel
____________________________ for breaking into Zeus’s toolshed to
number between 8 and 11
smoke hash oil with ____________________________
expensive
number between 8 and 11
hookers. The story goes that Zeus came in and found them the next
morning, still naked and dripping with ___________
and eating his
bodily fluid
ambrosia. For the next decade, rumor has it that ______________
your name here
made a living as a pirate on the high seas, often sailing with the
nefarious Captain _________
beard. This period was reputed to be a
color
non-stop blur of _________
pillaging, rape and merriment,
adjective
interrupted only by a 7-month sabbatical in ______________________
Northern European country
to complete his/her revolutionary work on quantum guage field
theory, for which (s)he would later win the 1974 Fields Medal.
During the 80’s, ______________’s
life took an interesting turn
your name here
when (s)he___________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
____________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
_______________________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
____________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
____________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
____________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
____________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
bunch of stuff you did in the ‘80s
Wow.
Of course, ______________
’s
your name here
fame reached international
levels in the early 90’s. Who
could forget his/her stint as
the drummer for Spinal Tap,
or the _____ children (s)he
2 digit number
saved from certain death and
defilement at the hands of
_________. Or his part
serial killer
starring opposite OJ Simpson
in the wildly successful
“_____________________.”
porn movie title
Without a doubt,
______________
is the kind of
your name here
leader who inspires his/her
fellow UCSD community
through his/her constantly
______________ in an ad for his bestyour name here
heroic words, deeds, and
selling high-fiber, weight-loss dietary shake,
actions. ______________
, we
your name here
Vita-_____________________-Boost!TM
first syllable of your last name
salute you.
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THE GUARDIAN STAFF ARE A BUNCHA
CUM-GUZZLING ASS-SLUTS!
But we outdrank them, and that’s what counts...
Saturday, May 20, 2000 - The annual Koala/Guardian Sloshball deathmatch
took place again this year. The match kicked off with a rousing 5-run at-bat for
The Koala, only to have the police break up the Guardian’s first at-bat.
Apparently the Warren College Res-Dean doesn’t take kindly to students
enjoying kegs on the field in front of her apartment. So, after a quick juant
over to the alternative field, the maych was resumed. The Koala, armed with
three liters of Boozade and two cases of beer, quickly took a large lead.
Unfortunately, around the fifth inning, The Guardian’s strategy of never getting
to second base and, hence, not drinking any beer, took its toll, as The Koala
quickly became too
intoxicated to prosecute their
rampant cheating. And,
while Koala MVP Tulley
Rafferty did manage to catch
literally every other Guardian
hit, The Koala’s preoccupation
with drunken brawls against
members of their own team
eventually allowed The
Guardian to sneak ahead.
Still, Ethan and Dustin
managed
to dump 2 full
Above: Members of The Koala Team senselessly
beers
on
Brent.
pummel one another for no apparent reason.

SPONSORED BY BOOZADE:
Is it spewing out of you?

Above: this year’s Golden Glove winner, Dustin “Skidmark”
Gebhardt, (center) oversees the police intervention. Dustin won this
year’s award for his mind-boggling over-the-shoulder blind divingcatch. Guardian Editor-in-Chief Marc “Hairy Palms” Comer (left)
provides knowingly false information to a Law Enforcement Officer.

Driving with Dustin III: Drunk Driving
by The Humble Lord Skidmark
Over the past few
issues of the Koala, I
have schooled you all
on the do’s and
don’t’s of various
types of driving. But
recently I’ve gotten a
few kind letters and
death threats asking
me to please write a
How-To about the
most popular form of
driving: Drunk
Driving. While racing
rice rockets or kicking
up 30' rooster tails of
mud may be damn
fun, there can be no
better feeling of
euphoria than driving
while under the influence of various substances, namely alcohol.
"Wait the fuck up," you are thinking. "Isn’t drunk driving
illegal?" My answer: Cracka, please! Only if you get caught. So
stick to the lessons I am about to impart, and you can be assured of
having hours of mindless fun careening around hairpin turns at
outrageous speeds.
Do: Get the biggest, sturdiest car you can. Mercedes, Volvos,
and SUVs are all perfect, as is any other car known for it’s ability to
protect the occupants. Remember that song Boyz in tha Hood by
Eazy-E? Remember the part where he was "rollin’ hard now I’m
under control; did wrapped the 64 around a telephone pole." The
whole reason he survived was because he was driving in a ‘64
Impala. He proves my point that big cars are a requirement, not
just a luxury. So get a big ass car already, will ya? And while you
are at it, be sure to get a car with a large hood. With a smallhooded car, all the action happens really close to you, which can be
fucking scary while on hallucinogenic substances. With that large
Cad-y that your grandfather in Florida owns, the carnage seems to
happen very far away across that football-field sized hood. You can
just sit back and relax without a care in the world while oncoming
traffic veers radically to avoid your 2 tons of 32-valve V8 with
Northstar powered wagon o’ death. Plus those big-ass Cadillacs
have another thing going for them that you will see in my next Do.
Do: Get a pimpin’ ride. Nothing is more fun than sharing
your drunken escapades with a few of your closest friends. If you
don’t have any friends, or they were all killed by your last attempt
at drunk driving, then a pimpin’ car is a must. How else can you
expect to pick up all those fine ladies (or men if you happen to be a
girl) without a ride that says "Inspired by Warren G"? Plus, the

bench seats make getting/giving head so much more comfortable
for all three parties involved. Yes, I said "all three" because after
reading my first article, anybody can get head from a single
person, but it takes a real pimp to get head from two women or
men at the same time. That is the way twins were meant to be
enjoyed. Trust me on this one guys, I know.
Don’t: Never roll down the windows. Many people need their
sight to drive. So you better have a way to alleviate your
glaucoma, right? The best way to do this is to smoke lots of weed.
And to enhance the effect, you need to keep your ride airtight, like
Jeff Spicoli from Fast Times at Ridgemont High. So keep those
windows up. Yes, I do realize this will keep you from sharing with
everybody how awesome you stereo system really is, but if you
system is so cool, shouldn’t you be able to feel it from the outside
even with your windows up?
Do: Buy yourself some quality booze. None of this Ralph’s
Brand, ok? Beer is a good start. Malt liquor is better. Nothing says
ghetto like a 40 of O.E. 800. But for those times when you need to
get fucked up in a hurry, there is nothing like Jagermeister or
Bacardi 151. The objective is to get to that point where you can
barely walk straight. This ensures that you have no reaction time
what-so-ever, which is crucial in the Zen Art of drunk driving.
Because if you wanted to have reflexes, you wouldn’t have
shotgunned that 1.75 of Cuervo, right?
So now that you know what you need to successfully drive
drunk. Here comes the How-To.
1. Get in big-ass car with several of your hot friends.
2. Get everyone highly intoxicated. And by "highly" I mean
black-out phase. Also, fire up that 4 chamber bong you made in
shop class back in high school. Anything less than a half of an O is
just not worth it.
3. Hit the juice on the ride. And if you have it, go front and
back, and side to side. Then let the Alpine play. Bump some shit by
N.W.A., with “Gangsta Gangsta” at the top of your list. If you
don’t have any N.W.A., go for some Foghat or Skynyrd or some
shit like that.
4. Keep it floored until you run out of gas or are dead. Never
hit the brakes, or at least never hit the brakes with the same foot
that you use to press the gas pedal. Two-footed driving is a blast.
Also, get someone to steer for you. You will need both of your
hands to guide the heads of those hot teenage lovelies that are
slobbering up your pole of love.
5. Continue to drive at top speed. Do this in both residential
neighborhoods (to show off for all your prude-friends) and in rural
mountain areas (to show off for all the frat boys and their barnyard
lovers).
And for that one time when you are pulled over, as we all will
be someday, never forget my never-fail excuse: "Honestly Mr.
Police Ossifer, I only had one."
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HOW TO WASTE TIME AT COLLEGE PART II:
Don’t remember part one? That’s cause it was 3 years ago.
that you have to pull
yourself away from the
hypnotic ( and at times
erotic) love of your
computer. You can go, for
example, to
www.thekoala.org and
become a quasi-member by
submitting an article! Or, if
you’re the get-out-of-yourdorm type, join the Young
Republicans’ Club and
enjoy the many fringe
benefits of hanging around
people who were born into
wealthy families. Can you
say “weekends in Aspen?”
We can!

Become a Triton Fan!
That’s right! Our mascot
needs to serve some
pupose other than gracing
bluebook covers. You can
even make up some witty
new cheer like, “U-C-S-D!
Sucks that we don’t have
sprit like USC!” Actually,
not even the most seasoned
actor could pull off the goteam-go spirit needed to be
inspired by our fine
collegiate teams because,
seriously, there isn’t much
to be rooting for (sorry
fucking athletes).

wasting their precious time
sitting in the monomaniacal
uniformity of a lecture hall,
listening to nothing but
what other people have
already learned. Some
people pretend that they
care by actually
participating in lectures,
when in actuality they are
showing off to the class
their talent of farting out of
their mouths. Such people
reinforce notions of UCSD
as an academic but not an
intellectual school.
Suckers.

School

Ardency

Now, when you really
think about it, school is the
ultimate waste of time here
at UCSD, yet one finds no
scruples in the amount of
people who appear to be

At a school where people
are enthusiastic about their
apathy, there are many
opportunities to waste time
by taking an active interest.
Now, this doesn’t mean

Lights & Sirens
(A Sun God Adventure Chronicle)
Thursday, 12:23 AM: Got
pulled over with a rocket
launcher in the trunk of the
car.
12:49 AM: Cop, finally
satisfied that we are not on
drugs, asks, “Is there
anything in the trunk?”
My buddy replies, “Yeah, a
rocket launcher.”
12:50 AM: We drive away,
laughing about the ballsiest
move we ever pulled off.
Friday, 9:46 PM: RA
knocks. He sees a lime and
a bottle cap. Believing this
to be probable cause, he
searches the room.
9:52 PM: RA writes us up
even though he doesn’t
find the 48 Coronas under
the desk, the 20 more in the
open duffel bag or the four
open ones hiding on the
middle of the floor. Not to
mention the Tequila bottle
behind the clothes basket.
Dumbass.
Monday, 1:42 PM: Charges
dismissed.
Tuesday 12:17 PM: 12 cops
jumping over the backyard
fences, claiming neighbors

were complaining about
explosions. Fortunately, we
used all our M-80’s.
During the search, cop
reaches down my buddy’s
front pocket. My buddy
goes, “Don’t you have to
buy me dinner before you
do that?” Guess who goes
to jail for the night.
Friday, 6:30 AM: Alarm
goes off. So does the cap
on the TK bottle.
7:00 AM: Plaza opens.
Why this is exciting,
probably because after 6
slugs of tequila, life is
exciting.
7:17 AM: Hot cocoa tastes
better with Kahlua.
7:32 AM: Two more hits of
tequila, then go upstairs.
Wake up everyone in the
whole fucking building.
I’m drunk and it’s SUN
GOD.
8:12 AM: Soak a few
brewskis on the balcony.
8:30 AM: Roll to the Koala
office. Throw empties at
studious freshmen on their
way to O-Chem lecture.
8:45 AM: Moving to
Library Walk, our presence
is requested at the booth.

Quake CLXXXVIII
The CLXXXVIIth Return of
the Ruby-Red, Blue-Green
Demon is also fast
becoming a hit amongst the
“hep” younger generation.
Also, it’s the next-best thing
to ACTUALLY killing your
roommates, friends and
family. Try it today!

guess I must be a
Gerbiltarian.

Talking to Your Roommates
Ok, so you spent days
perusing your roommate
selection form making sure
you planned your
responses in order to get
the perfect roommate.
Although Res Life did a
good job reading the form,
they obviously missed the
part where you asked for
the tall, blonde-haired, blue
eyed, pot-smoking
nymphomaniac. But you
might as well get to know
the schmuck you ended up
with; maybe they have
some nymphomaniac
friends.

Drugs and/or Alcohol

Some people find the idea
of dying frightening. So
they run in a big circle
every day. If I was afraid of
dying, I would at least run
somewhere. I mean, my
sister had a gerbil, and I
had to put her on a
bedsheet and bounce her
against the ceiling until she
was dead. Her misery was
just too much for me. I

Our campus, being itself a
bastard child of the 60s
spawned by a night of LSD
and highballs, was
designed with all sorts of
entrancing places on
campus which can only
fully be understood
through the helping hands
of mind-bending drugs.
Take for example the
enigmatic blue wall crisscrossing the eucalyptus
forest. Not even the most
seasoned artist could tell
you the social ramifications
of such a piece. Clearly its
understanding resides on

8:48 AM: Oh, yeah!
9:14 AM: More beer arrives
and TV and pirate juice.
Arrgh.
9:34 AM: First hit with bat
against TV breaks the bat.
9:56 AM: My class just
ended, but since since I was
not in attendance, I really
didn’t notice.
10:01 AM: Bounce back to
office, more beer, more
pirate juice, gin and tonics.
10:22 AM: Back to the
booth. TV not looking very
good.
10:34 AM: Acid hook-up
comes through.
10:33 AM: Drop two tabs.
11:45 AM: Suddenly realize
not only is the shit kicking
in, but it actually started
about half an hour ago.
GR-R-REAT!
12:11 PM: Roll call. TK,
gone. Gin, absent. Beer,
definitely present. Dope,
hell yeah. More dope,
running late. Rochas, not
today, that’s just too much.
Wait, “too much” on SUN
GOD?! Yeah, rochas are a
little heavy. Rum, almost
gone. Coke, still 1.5L, those
must’ve been SOME pirate
juices. No more limes. Still
got one more TV, 180 water
balloons. Outlook: good.
12:22 PM: Thirsty.
12:28 PM: Not anymore.
12:29 PM: More pissy.
Lawn looks like it needs

more phosphorus. It never
hurts to help.
12:31 PM: Roll back to
booth with Big Gulps of
Screwdrivers. See a frog,
sitting cross-legged on a
stair, holding a beer and a J.
He leaves me alone, I leave
him alone. Holding a
water balloon. Throw it at
a person in the inflatable
bouncy thing.
1:14 PM: Got second TV.
First TV FUBAR.
1:30 PM: Was going to go
to work, but why?
1:43 PM: Back to the Koala,
several more beers, fat sesh
with the SteamRoller.
Smurfs rush me and have
to be beaten back with a
barage of water balloons.
They’re tough little
bastards, but I ain’t got
enough booze for all of ‘em.
1:52 PM: Two AS leaders
come by and chap their lips
on our asses.
2:17 PM: The LEGO castles
are finally brought down
by the vines growing out of
the ground. Those cannons
almost certainly weren’t
worth the expense.
2:20 PM: Second TV
FUBAR.
2:24 PM: Tom XXX finds
the capacitor. Yay!
2:44 PM: BAL = .22,
BTHCL = .12, BLSDL =
.0000024.
2:56 PM: Alpha Phi Omega

Exercise/RIMAC

the 7th level of perception
which (coincidentally) can
only be reached through
snorting 6 grams of finely
ground acorns.

Women
Women can hardly be
considered a waste of time
when you consider the
alternative: copious
masturbation. But, still.

The Internet
Yes, the much-heralded
alternative to women. It
doesn’t really waste your
life, because when you’re
the computer type, your
life has no value anyway. I
spent a week on my
computer recently, trying to
figure out the deal on
computer sex. But I
couldn’t find the hole.

Campus Cult for Christ
A perfect way to waste
almost every day of your
life in accordance with the
Biblical principles of
intolerance and ignorance
all in the name of Jesus’
unwavering love for us.
Watch how you will
impress all those pesky
sinners with your slight-ofhand logic and sickening
virtues. Bring stability to
the unsure person by
contradicting the
contradictions of the Bible;
it’s fun!
Co-ed Community Service
Organization was kind
enough to give their white
chair to the community at
large, as represented by the
Koala’s Sun God Booth.
2:57 PM: The wanton
destruction continues at the
Koala Booth, qualifying it
for inclusion in TIME
magazine’s “Greatest
Disasters of the Millenium”
special edition. We placed
just below that flood in
China last year.
3:00 PM: R. JEW starts
talking shit. If I wasn’t on
probation, he’d be drinking
his dinner through a straw
tonight.
3:12 PM: UCSD Cycling
Team donates a bike to our
booth. Thanks.
3:15 PM: We begin to
throw ourselves against the
high-carbon alloy steel with
the remains of our bat.
3:37 PM: Child on tricycle
disappears into nowhere,
he must’ve been in a hurry.
3:46 PM: Came across
several very well-endowed
volleyball girls who
wanted to bash the bike in
their tank-tops but
“someone” had already
thrown the bike away.
4:00 PM: Graphics Editorto-be passes out in
Guardian Office.
4:15 PM: Pig roast. I ate
the tongue. It was good.
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As if we weren’t self-referential enough, here’s a little

KOALA

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

to keep you busy during those useless final review sessions.
Refer to old issues for clues. Answer key is on the next page.
Courtesy of an anonymous email contributor
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Party Reviews
As reviewed by:

Armando the Homophobic Breakdancer
& Janice
Sigma Nu’s Cinco De Mayo Party
@ The White House on Torrey Pines
After weeks of ridiculously complicated negotiations, an
acceptable agreement was reached - Sigma Nu would supply the
beer, bartender, security, portapotties, DJs, cash, and women. The
occupants of the White House would supply the house. The Koala
would supply the mad game and street cred. The party snuck up
on us while we were watching the Lakers/Kings game 5. By the
time the game became pointless to watch, the party was in full
effect. The booze flowed all through the night, and the ratio was
excellent, although the girls were almost exclusively stupid
freshman ho’s. There was “Uzi” (with one ‘z,’ as opposed to all
those other uzis). There were several girls who looked really
young, but when I talked to them they told me they were juniors!
What luck! There was also an adorable freshman girl who talked
about wrestling with me, then made me escort her to the bathroom
or she would hunt me down and kill me. They almost lost a star
because of two factors: Cops arriving and a broken window. Also,
too much pandering to the staff for a high rating in the party
reviews; we shouldn’t have to yell “Koala Staffer over here!!” to
get a beer in under half an hour. That giant joint was pretty cool,
though.

S&M Party after Sun God
@ Some person’s Condo
After standing around at SunGod for a few hours I was ready to
chill with my girlfriend. She had a friend who was having a party
so off we went. The place was swank and the mood was relaxed.
That is until the owner of the place brought out his S&M stuff.
This nubile asian girl wanted to be tied up, so she was. And
blindfolded. And handcuffed (with fuzzy ones). Eventually she
had her pants off and was being spanked by various people. With
a horse whip. Polaroids were taken and distributed. 2 stars plus 1
for my girlfriend doing bodyshots off another girl.

Board @ UCSD, Day After Sun God
in Ocean Beach
In a word, crowded. But that did mean that most of my friends
were there. It also meant that the beer was hard to get at. It also
precipitated a couple fights amongst the dumb-ass demographic,
which was unfortunately prevalent. Good music, cool house for a
party. $3 cover was a bummer, though, especially when I could
only manage to get through the lines to the keg three times. Props
to Board for managing to get so many people interested in coming
to their party even though they’ve never held any events;
grassroots agitation is still alive. Also, the hosts were pretty
friendly, even after they were kicking us out when the cops
showed up.

Sigma-Something Sorority Formal, Day After Sun God
Location Unknown
So, you may be asking, how was that sorority formal that we have
heard such bawdy rumors about. Let me just say, everything they
say about sororities is true. Only girls are allowed to join. UCSD
girls. The double-decker bus gets one star, the driver on the right
side of the bus gets another star. Phrase “You look like a princess.”
repeated ad nauseum, -1 star. Phrase, “Shit, we all need to lose
some weight, except for those of us that haven’t hit puberty yet.”
not heard nearly often enough, -1 star. About half of these girls
were going out with Marines. When I think about the guys from
my high school who joined the marines, well, all I can say is, it had
better have been a REALLY long time. The other half seemed to
have found the most worthless, asexual guys they could get their
paws on. I mean, seven of the cutest girls started dancing in the

aisle on the bus and all the guys could do was be glad for the
additional bench space to sleep on. But the one girl who didn’t
have a date tipped the ratio in the favor of the girls so that’s
another star. But I had nothing else to do on Saturday night, so...

The Biker Club Party
somewhere in Del Mar
Most people seem to be unaware of the fact that the Hell’s Angels
actually have their own UCSD chapter. We were too, until one of
our lesser editors woke up after Sun God with a party invite
tattooed backwards on his forehead. OK, we’re shitting you.
What we actually discovered was a bunch of healthy people sitting
around listening to a Sublime cover band. If I was a chick who
dug guys with really muscular shaved legs I would have found
this party much to my liking. I’m not a chick who digs guys with
really muscular shaved legs though, so I’ll just say that it wasn’t
exactly my “scene,” if you will. The chicks seemed hot, I guess
(cause I was HAMMERED, no doubt) but they were all taken, so
we were shit out of luck there. One thing I never quite understood
was why there were two guys on stationary bicycles doing shots,
but it all worked out OK because one of them kept falling over into
the other guy and some entertaining chaos always ensued.
Apparently somebody invited the UCSD geriatric ward too, cause
there were some REALLY old people there. I’m talking like 40,
maybe even 45. It was fucking weird, I’m telling you... It was a
party though, and we all know there aren’t enough of those, so
we’ll give it 2 stars. One more star just because they gave us a bike
to smash at Sun God this year.

Pep Band Party
Location Unknown
Inside Sun God sources led us to wherever the hell this party was.
We’ll say Matthews apartments. Anyway, the pep band lived up to
their name as we were immediately “pepped up” by 6 or 7
whippets apiece. We spent most of the party ‘socializing’ Koalastyle, which involved locking the door and forcing everyone to
down shot after shot of Tequila until they puked into the tray of
Jello Shots, which, I might add, had that authentic ‘lime’ flavor.
Plus one star for that chick who gave me her digits, minus one star
because I could only remember six of them. Three Goddamned
stars.
CROSSWORD KEY (from page 9):
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More Personals
Norman is a BeOtch
To the really annoying CAPE guy who
looks like Giovanni Ribisi. You ARE NOT
FUNNY. We all know youre whole fucking
speech is rehearsed. Just give us the
fucking forms and shut the hell up. You
are not cute you annoying piece of shit.
Hey Micra Scooter,
I am checkin your long silver shaft
everywhere you roll. I’d love to grip your
12 inch handle bars all night long! Let me
know when I can ride the “untamed beast”
so you’ll be swerving for hours.
-Anonymous
To that bitch that listens to me FUCK, First
of all that was a recording of me fucking,
& get your own cock.
V.
To all my funky bitchez posten’ up in the
B40’s... what you think I sold ‘em all!
The Soup
To that wack ass bizatch who keeps
sucking my dick, you kick ass
you gotta put this in Koala b/c i am totally
jockin’ a guy!
To the P.F. Change waiter,
damn mutha’f*er! you are so damn fine!

if you didn’t know why i gave you a
$30.00 tip for a $15.00 meal, it is cause I
want you taste your spicy eggplant really
bad! Next time I see, i want to leave
feeling FULL.
Alazzay Drinker
To this hot guy named Jairo.
Can I be another name on your chest?
from A pinay who could show you a good
time
To the smelly, dirty, ugly, red haired stalker
on Third Floor Harlan:
Go buy some deodorant and soap you
red-haired bastard because you fucking
stink. Wash our clothes and ugly hait. If I
ever see your pimply, truly frightening face
again I think I might strangle you then and
there. I hate you motherfucker. Also,
you’re not so fucking smart dipshit. No
one wants to hear 95% of the shit you
say. SHUT THE FUCK UP> I hope you
know how much I hate you.
Love,
Everyone you know
Hey Anonymous!
I am motherfu*@in’ Micra! Stop checking
out my scooter or my body! I have no
shaft b/c I am A GIRL!! That shaft you see
is your own wishes for YOUR BODY??
-Micra
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Taste the Master Brew
We’ve always had a long
family history of master-brewing
among the men in my family, going
all the way back five hearty generations to 1898 with Ebenezer
Hänsclutcher. When he came to this
country, all he had was one good
hand and his talent for masterbrewing. From these humble and
natural abilities, ol’ Ebenezer spread
the seeds that would establish the
long, firm line of master-brewing in
our family. Even as a kid, I can
remember my father taking me into
the dark recesses of the brewery to
show me the time honored art of
master-brewing.
Today, I have even taught my
wife a thing or two about the
master-brew. She will gratefully
lend herself to help whenever I am
short of hands for the day. While I
don’t have any sons to pass on the
secret, I have two daughters who are
as easily pleased by the process as
any Hänsclutcher. On each of their
thirteenth birthdays, they both
received their own mini electric

fermentors so they
could begin practicing master-brewing
in the peace and
solitude of their
rooms.
Before masterbrewing, we choose
only the finest hops
with the smoothest,
softest texture to give it that smooth
taste. I mean, after a hard day of
working to your climax, there’s
nothing like the feel of our long
necked bottle in your hand as you
taste our delicious Master Brew.

WARNING FEMALES: WHAT FOLLOWS IS THE MOST OFFENSIVE PERSONAL EVER
My Father's College Advice
Before leaving home for college, my father took me aside to give
me the summary version of all the wisdom he has tried to pass on
to me over the years. Now that I am a college man and I have had
some time to reflect, I can finally see his wisdom first hand. So, I
want to pass my father's words on to my fellow Tritons that they
may also experience the benefits of my father's wisdom.
Number One: It is okay to fuck fat chicks. Before I was the mature
college man that I am now, this seemed like advice to be ignored.
However, my father has got laid a lot in his lifetime and I am
beginning to see that if I am ever to live up to his example I must
begin to look upon my sexual exploits with an open mind. In
doing this I have learned that there are several important benefits
to fucking fat chicks. First of all, if they like to eat that means they
like sensual shit. In short, they like to fuck. Secondly, fat chicks
network with other fat chicks and all fat chicks have nice looking
friends. This is because every good-looking chick hangs with a fat
chick to further amplify their good looks by means of the
comparative contrast mechanism. So, satisfy a fat bitch or two and
score some points on the network. Thirdly, fat chicks have more
experience giving head. And you know what they say, practice
makes perfect. There really is nothing more satisfying than the
experience of a soft pudgy face sucking on your cock and slurping
down your gook like it is manna from heaven. A guy could hardly
feel more like a king than when looking down at that pathetic soul
trying so hard to find pleasure in sucking a fucking dick, which
must be among the most hideous and nasty human experiences
there are.
Number Two: It is okay to fuck ugly chicks. Ugly chicks are among
the small elite group that doesn’t enjoy the luxury of being able to
choose from any one of eight horny-ass motherfuckers at any time
they like. This gives you the satisfaction of knowing where you
stand. The character of this type of relationship goes a long way to
stroke that patriarchal sex god ego within every man. For example,
ugly chicks will let you fuck them in the ass. If you set it up well,
they can have the illusion that they are giving you something that
no other bitch will, and that makes them "special". However, as she
holds her breath and grits her teeth while you sink it into the
neutral zone, you get to bask in the manly satisfaction of knowing
that you have achieved the ultimate height in female domination!
This experience is a requirement for a fully diversified sexual
portfolio.
Number Three: Never turn down a blowjob. Yes, I know what are
thinking, "I would never turn down a blowjob!" But the truth of the
matter is you might meet a chick that you think you respect and
you don't want to cheapen your relationship with her by sticking
your fucking cock in her precious little mouth. Well, my father was
right and I am here to tell you that when a chick is in love she will

offer to suck you off either directly or discreetly. Don't turn it down
because some day she is going to hate you and you might as well
be able to reminisce about the time you accidentally shot a hot load
in her face. To have such a memory of an ex is priceless.
Number Four: If you get a chance to fuck your girlfriend's
goddamned sister, do it for Christ’s sake! (It is fucking weird that
no matter how good looking your girlfriend is, her sister stirs your
nads even more.) If you pull it off carefully, the sister will be
overwhelmed with guilt and will be afraid to say anything. As
long as the fucking whore thinks that you are remorseful because
your girlfriend is your true love, she will not squeal because she
will think she was the evil one. Chances are pretty good you will
get to do it again. The same goes for the girlfriend's roommate.
Number Five: If you get a chance to fuck your girlfriend's mom,
make sure her fucking dad isn't bigger than you.
Number Six: If an older woman throws herself at you, go for it.
However, anything over 45 and the pussy will probably be too
goddamned loose and you will be disappointed. Additionally, the
bitch will have a superiority complex and she will probably start
trying to get you to do her fucking chores. Beware.
Number Seven: Study every day.
Number Eight: Never spend all of your money on one bitch. For
that matter, never loan a bitch money either. As surprising as it
may be, you will find that there are cunts out there that will let you
think they actually like you and that it is normal for a guy to throw
all his cash their way. But don't fall for it. If some damn chick is
sucking your wallet dry then you have to put the fucking whore to
the ultimate test. The Butt-fuck test. The results will be one of three
following possibilities; 1. If she won't even let you try and she tries
to convince you that a good butt-fuck is nasty, unnatural, immoral,
perverted, illegal or in some other way out of the question then she
is a prude cunt that obviously just playing you for a sucker and
she should be dropped immediately. 2. If she lets you do it, but it
pisses her off, then she is still trainable and she can be taught to
start giving up some of her own cash for a change. 3. If she likes it,
do it again and then drop the fucking whore right away. That
means that she has been around the block too many times and you
are out of your league. She definitely has a network of suckers like
you all of whom think that she loves them.
Number Nine: Never work on a bitch's car until AFTER you fuck
her. If you can find one that will be straight with you, ask the
whore what they want a man around for. Number one on the list is
to fix their fucking piece of shit car. Don't be a fool and fix the
goddamned thing before she gives up the gash!
Number Ten: Use a condom.

June 6, 2000

The UCSD Koala
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PERSONALS

On May 9, 2000, we saw Seth coming back from an innertube water polo game. We told him we would put him in the next issue.
He said that we should do that. He also said that we should print all these personals he wrote in his spare time.
Here you go, Seth. Don’t say we never did you any favors.
To Person X,
Wipe the toilet after your done
using it. See, when my dick
touches the side, it’s so grody
that I have to shower again.
To the guy in BIO 3 who
spends the entire class
massaging his latimus dorsi:
Could you please swing your
backpack off one shoulder and
then the other like everyone
else? Lifting it over your head
by the shoulder straps is really
not necessary. Nobody would
mind if you looked sexy doing
it, but you look like a retarded,
skinny RIMAC dropout. And do
the class a favor and stop
arousing yourself during
lecture.
If the universe is an infinite
knot, is there anyone trying to
unravel it?
To country music:
Why does everyone hate you
so much? I think it is because
you provide the soundtrack to
the petty, pretentious, simpleminded ideas of MiddleAmerican white trash. Or
maybe it’s just that annoying
twang.
Did someone call for a taxi?
He’s looking for apartment
F...whoever you are you can
catch your ride at Matthews B10. Just get this guy the hell off
of my doorbell.
To my STUPID, STUPID,
STUPID TA:
Think about it and you will know
who you are. Get your nose
out of the professor’s ass
Like a predator on the range,
whose senses are refined to a
particular environment, I move
stealthily over the glistening
white tiles. My mind is acutely
alert and keenly focused on the
task at hand. Not wanting to
attract extra attention, I
carefully select my destination
and proceed with the mission.
My superhuman powers of
observation alert me to the
presence of an intruder.
Despite expert training in covert
operations, I am discovered,
and find myself trapped with no
hope of escape. The knock on
the door sends my mind
reeling, and right before I pass
out I hear the cry for help “There’s some guy puking in
our bathroom!”
To anyone and everyone who
has ever worn a bandana over
their nappy hair:
Why do you do that?
To the parking gestapo:
I parked in a 20 minute loading
zone for over 18 hours! Fuck
you.
To the girl working at Round
Table on Sunday night who
said “Don’t worry about it”:
Baby, I just want you to know
that you’re the greatest. Thanks
again.
Hey Sloppy, Thanks for the
Japanese porn. It was fun
moppin’ up your puke - Q14 &
N15
I love Chancy. He is better
looking than that Sancho Guy!!

To the roomates - Do your
goddamn dishes or I’m going to
have a drunken orgy with your
boyfriends... again.
P.S. - Take out the fucking trash
once in awhile
How many licks does it take to
get to the center of a tootsie roll
pop? I don’t know, but I am
pretty sure that the hoe in my
psych class does. She goes
down more than Richard
Simmons. I heard she’s
knocked down more Sigma
Nu’s than the Red Baron. (But
Pike already does that!)
Anyhow, just wanted to let you
know! Go Koala! Anon.
To the HA on the 9th floor - You
and your sexy socks can come
read our stats any time. Voulezvous coucher avec-nous -menage a trois, baby
Love, the J-40s
Many women have told me I
can find the G-spot, and baby, it
ain’t on the 6th floor of Tioga.
Those chicks are ass-nappy.
--Robert Dynes
May 7th - Bryan you’re now a
man.
Love Huy & Jeff
To all those hot chicks at Earl’s
Place - Can I get some?
Especially Erika. -- Panama
To the stank-ass slut in my
Dynamics class. How can you
always look like my left nut on a
bad hair day? Take a shower
ho! And brush your teeth. I
heard you get down on your
knees faster than a Sigma Chi.
SB badass
5-4-2000 “Life is either a daring
adventure or nothing at all.” -Hellen Keller. Time to follow my
own advice. T.C.K.Y.
Bethy -- I am going to fuck you
six ways from Sunday.
-- Little Budah
To the blonde surfer babe in
History 2C - I know you’re
fucking the professor, you little
bitch. You better stop - or invite
me in for an extra-credit
threesome!
All you rat bastards can suck
my long-ass cock. I am your
god you ass fucking mo-fo’s.
Bow down to my awsome
might.
-- Tesh Kullar
Note: Transcribed by Executive
Asst. and Pres. Elect, Doc
Kalai-whatever
Professor Evans,
If MMW lecture is going to be
canceled or boring can you
please let us know so we don’t
have to walk half way across
campus to just walk home
again. Thanks MMW 6
Nevermind, we’ll just stop going
at all.
The highway’s no place to raise
a family.
Too all the dickwads and
bitchheads that use their
cellphones on library walk:
Get the fuck out of my way.
.........that's all.
To Mr. Cho and his woman that
always sit in front in Ames

121B:
Please stop groping each other
in class, as it is very disgusting,
and we need to listen to the ExKGB officer ramble on about
nothing. Oh, and to Mr. Cho's
woman, please wear shirts with
a back, because we also need
to see the board, and not be
blinded by your whiteness.
To all the girls at RIMACCCC:
Summer is here, loose those
fucking bras! Bring joy to that
fucked up meat market.
Da Dude
Fat Dave-The only thing i pitty in this
world is your bicycle seat.
Goldberg Hall
Guardian--you punk ass
biatches DIDN'T WIN SHIT!
We kicked your ass, and you
started bitchin'. If I even
SMELL one of you cuntbags in
my 'hood, you're going to get
the 12-step program. Step 1 is
gettin' in the kitchen and makin'
me a samich! Step 2 is to new
jack swiiiiiiiiiing on my nuts, and
the other steps are reprises of
the first two. Next year you're
going to be our biznitches legit
and not even your 29 cent
Wednesday whore mommas
can stop us! Boozeade!!!
Negro Guerrero
Future Bill Gates wants girl with
large breasts, who drives and
can make me a man (hell I go
to UCSD, obviously I'm a
virgin). NO UGLIES!!! Call
Vincent 555-KUNT
To UCSD,
Let’s go over something real
fucking easy. See, when you
walk into a bathroom and there
is more than one roll of TP, you
use the smaller one.
Otherwise, you end up with
two, little, shitty mostly used up
rolls. Thanks,
The Janitorial Staff

Filmore to retire or what?!
Dear hot whities on top of
Brennen,
I hot bitch from Revelle, want
to study break. Will you break
me? I have toom for all.
Please, mandalo!
Love,
One whose rice is powred by
Jesus
To the guy next door that I can
hear fucking someone every
other weekend - WE CAN ALL
HEAR YOU! Stop please, or
else try to keep it down unless
I’m invited.
-The girl next door
To that dumb persian hoar that
always comes into Canyon
Vista and Earl’s Place with her
fucking robe on:
EAT A SACK OF SHIT and DIE
-Bearpaw’s homeboy
To: Jen
When are you gonna ask me
out fool. I’ve been waiting fool.
We’ll get drunk and...
Saul
Cowvoy is the hottest.
I got Nair + Carolina on my
mind.
The Dragon
Hey sexmachine,
Shut the fuck up! I’m sick of
hearing about your 2-hour fuck
sessions. (When they
“orgasm” 100 times in one
night, they’re fucking faking
man).
Tha Greek
Ma name is Bob.... Billy-Bob!!
Eat ma Gumbo!! Whoooeee,
Giant Cajun Corn!! BEst food
fo’ heifer’s! Git ien me belleh!!
Ah’m bigga den yu, so ah’m
highah in da food chain! Ah’m
gonna eat yu like I eat giant
corn, heifers, and bebes!!
-The Catfished Avenger!!

To the Asian Video Gaming
Bastards in Brennan Hall 2507:
Turn the fucking volume down
before I come over, break your
bong, shove the sharp pieces
of broken glass up your asses,
and smoke you foos!
Sincerely,
The guys who got you busted
and watched your asses
scramble to hide the bong.
My dearest
You are a bitch-whore slut. I
can’t belive you licked that after
you know what she did with it.
To the rat shit CAPEman,
Stick your fucking CAPE
forms up your ass you greasy
piece of animal dung. Ohh
yeah, get a fucking haircut too
you smelly bastard.
Love, your gacorite fan
P.S. Every time I see you, I
want to kick you and vomit on
myself.
YOU SUCK
To the hot guy in my Math 10C
class with the green backpack
in the third row.
I wanna lay you down and
slather warm cheez-wiz all over
your steamy naked body and
lick it off slowly. Meet me
outside class, you’ll know who I
am, you sexy man, you!
See you then,
Cat *meow*
(va)GINA IM: you be the
eucalyptus, I’ll be the koala.

You know it just don’t stop.

More
heartwarming
personals
are just begging to be read
on page 11.

Bitches Are Cold!
To the men on the UCSD
Cycling team--I love how those tight shorts
show off your hot goodies.
Love,
Four-color Note Girl
To that hot babe at the rimac
that i'm always checking out
every week. Don't you have a
clue that i have the hots for
you? What do I have to do to
get your attention? Damnit,
stop playing hard to get! I hate
fucking going to the rimac . . .
but your nice ass and flat
stomach keep taunting me. I
know you'd like me to stick my
12 inch cock up your tight virgin
pussy, so why don't you just
part those legs and let me give
you some of my warm
goodness.
-The guy who wants to take
away your precious virginity.
Hey, if michael is still around,
suck my nutsack you pussy ass
mother fucker. If I ever see you
i'm gonna slap your face
around with my 22 inches of
limp dick. Then i'll wear a shirt
saying "I fucked up Michael"
and the whole school will love
me. Yeah. That's it. They'll love
me I tell ya!
Hey, is it time for professor

We did not write these personals. Seth wrote
these personals. All of them. This is Seth during
a typical night in the Warren Apartments.

